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Condemn the statement of Fascist Amit Shah in Chattisgarh on the occassion of the 84th
foundation day of CRPF in order to intensify the suppression on people's movement and the

Maoist.

Amit Shah stated in his speech, during his visit to Jagdalpur, that the battle with the Maoist
is in the final stage and the CRPF has played an significant role in the development of the Adivasis.
Central Committee of CPI (Maoist)strongly condemns the statement given by Amit Shah. In the
name of development, the Central and State governments are suppressing the inalienable rights of
the Adivasis people. The real intention behind the Amit Shah visit to Chattisgarh was to instigate
the CRPF personnels against the adivasi people and to entangle them in the web of violence. The
RSS- BJP government is suppressing the people and wants to annihilate the Maoist party in order
to facilitate the plunder and loot of natural resources of our beloved country at the hands of
foreign capital and comprador bourgeoisie like Adani and Ambani.

In Bastar and all over India, people are revolting in a large number against the anti people
development model of the BJP government at the centre and Congress government in Chattisgarh.
People are courageously revolting against the militarisation and against the establishment of
CRPF camps on their lands. To suppress all these movements, BJP government has established
125 CRPF camps in all Maoist party areas, and alone in Bastar in the last two years a total of 53
camps has been established, turning it into a highly militarized place on the planet Earth. Apart
from this, BJP is encouraging for aerial bombings on Party areas. After the vist of Amit Shah,
encirclement and aerial strikes is to intensify.

Our war is not against the CRPF. In fact our war is against the ruling classes and its regime
that is causing enormous hardship and agony among the common masses. Our war is for Equality,
Dignity, Justice, Liberty and Jaal, Jangal, Zameen. It is the ruling classes that is using CRPF as it's
pawn against the Maoist and the people by instigating CRPF by stating that Maoists are anti-
national terrorist.We understand the problems that CRPF personnels are facing under the BJP
regime. Hundreds of CRPF jawans have committed suicide since BJP came to power. We appeal
to CRPF personnel to raise their voice against the inhuman treatments that they face daily during
their duty hours at the hands of their higher commands. Central Committee of CPI (Maoist) also
appeals all mass and class organizations, workers, peasants, Adivasi, women, intellectuals and
nationality organization to revolt against the Corporatization and Militarization of Bastar and other
parts of India.
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